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APA References Overview

- Any citations made in the manuscript must be presented in this section and vice versa. That is, if something is not cited in the text, then it should not appear in this section.
- In other words, this is not a bibliography.
- In any of the previous sections, whenever you say something like “studies have shown” you must provide a citation. This section tells the reader where they can find these citations.

APA References Details

- Start on a new page. Center the word References at the top. As usual, double space the entire section.
- This section is alphabetized by last name (of the first author involved in the study).
- If multiple studies by the same author, earliest years come first
  - Same primary author, but multiple second authors – alphabetize by last name of the second author
  - Single author and multiple author entries – single author studies first, then multiple author entries.
- A hanging indent is employed for each reference, that is, the first line is not indented and the rest are five-space indented.
- Example:

APA Journal Example

- For a journal reference, italicize the title of the journal and the volume number. Note that issue numbers are typically not included. Also, capitalize the important words of the journal title.


APA Web Citation Examples

Internet articles based on a print source

Often documents are now available online as exact facsimile copies of the print original (usually in Adobe’s PDF format). References to these facsimiles just add the note [Electronic version] to the reference.


If you are referencing an online article that you have reason to believe is not in its original format, and the date and the URL of the URL.


Full-text article from an online database.
